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Introduction
The paper was much the same as in previous years, both in format and in content. The 
paper is set so that the four questions cover the specification as widely as possible and test 
as many skills as possible.

There was evidence that many candidates had practised on the past papers and are getting 
better with uncertainties in particular and with the demand of the paper overall. An area for 
improvement for many is in their description of practical work using technical terms, it is 
vital at this level for these to be used with precision. There was evidence this year that the 
candidates' use of plain language is good and this seldom held a candidate back. The most 
common way to lose marks was using an inappropriate number of significant figures; there 
should be the same number of SF in the answer as there is in the data. Otherwise all the 
marks were awarded at some stage and access was good.
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Question 1 (a) (b)

 This question is to test the candidates understanding of the use of significant figures in 
processing data and their understanding of the way uncertainties are generated by the 
method and the readings. All candidates scored some marks on this question with the good 
candidates getting 6 out of 7.

The data is to 4 significant figures (SF) so the calculations in a(i) and (ii) and in b(i) that 
are based on this data should have the same number of SF. The uncertainty in a(iii) should 
use either 0.04 or 0.05 since this is half the range of the data given, credit was given to 
candidates who used the whole range of 0.09 mm.

Candidates who misunderstood the question and used 32.5 loops, forgetting that there were 
two loops at each end of the spring, lost the mark in (i) but were given error carried forward 
(ecf) for (ii).

This is an example of how the best candidates lay out their work. The calculations are easy 
to follow with every thought explained.
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Significant figures are handled well and it is clear that the candidate is 
considering both ends of the spring from their answer to b)(i).

Examiner Comments

The examiner marks the candidates' last answer and this is the place 
to adjust the SF and check on the units.

Examiner Tip
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This is an example of error carried forward.

The candidate forgets that there are 2 loops at each end and uses 32.5 for the length cal-
culation but still gets the mark for the uncertainty calculation since they use 2 in 32 as the 
uncertainty.

Examiner Comments
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Question 1 (c)

Candidates were expected to use the callipers to measure along the spring thus measuring 
32 diameters and getting more precision than the callipers give by measuring one diameter 
alone. Many candidates forgot that the only instrument available was the callipers but they 
were awarded the mark if they mentioned a suitable precaution. Zero error is a suitable 
precaution that few students seem to consider.

This candidate describes well a good technique but using 
the wrong instrument and so only scores one mark.

Examiner Comments
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Question 2 (a)

This question looks at the trigonometrical method of measuring angle by measuring two 
lengths and using a sine or a cosine. A mark was awarded in (i) for showing one length and 
the other for a trigonometrical expression that agreed with the diagram.

The precision in this method comes from the fact that the measured lengths are long and a 
metre rule is very precise over this range.

The examiner will read the words and look at the diagram together to mark this question.

(i) Distances are shown carefully marked and even though two rules might be needed to measure 
the horizontal length, l , the diagram explains exactly how the distances will be accurately 
measured. The trigonometry agrees with the diagram to give the correct answer.

(ii) An excellent response in every way.

Examiner Comments

Whenever the question invites you to add to the question you should do so - it is the easiest 
way of getting the mark.

Examiner Tip
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The diagram shows immediately that the candidate has the right idea.

(i) The trigonometry is correct if h is to be measured to the bottom of the can/ball but since 
the height shown is wrong and h is not shown on the diagram the second mark cannot be 
given as the examiner cannot split the contradiction between the words and the diagram.

Examiner Comments
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Question 2 (b) (c) (d)

Here the candidate is taken through the analysis of the experiment. The demand increases 
steadily with the marks for part (b) and (c)(i) being relatively straightforward and ending 
with a comparison of percentage uncertainty and percentage difference to justify a 
conclusion. This last part was done well and many candidates scored the mark. Many 
candidates also handled the uncertainties well, combining them correctly for both marks. 
Significant figures and units are important in this sort of question and generally candidates 
managed these well.

The first two marks for part b) are straightforward, the uncertainty in a single measurement 
using a metre rule is the precision of the instrument and either 1or 2 mm is appropriate 
giving 0.1% or 0.2%. Nearly all candidates got the method mark, the commonest error was 
to change the method by suggesting light gates or similar.

Here a candidate who knows how to do the physics loses marks by missing out important 
detail, or getting it wrong.
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c)(i)Although the unit is wrong there is no penalty on this occasion and the SF match the 
data so the mark is awarded. (ii)The percentage uncertainty for time is correct but should be 
doubled since the quantity is squared in the expression above.

d)(i) There is a unit penalty here. (ii) This is correct. (iii) The figure of 10% is only a guideline 
if there are no other comparisons to be made, here the %U should be used to justify the 
conclusion - as the question asks.

Examiner Comments

Take care with units and SF.

Examiner Tip
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Here the candidate lays out the work in logical, if untidy, fashion and gets the marks.

In c)(ii) they should say 'uncertainty in t squared' but they get the second mark for correctly 
doubling their calculation which is not shown but as a bald answer still gets the first mark.

d)(ii) The percentage difference calculation should use the average value - here 8.91 - only when 
neither of the values is known. Here g has a definite value and that should be used to divide the 
difference.

d)(iii) Exactly the right reasoning.

Examiner Comments
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Question 3a

There is quite a lot of work for just one mark here but it is really only GCSE work and the 
mark is for putting it in context.

Nice clear and correct diagram.

Examiner Comments

A ruler and a sharp pencil make your 
diagram easier to mark.

Examiner Tip
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This diagram has got a bit out of control.
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In the large diagram the voltmeter is not measuring the voltage across the heater and in the 
small one there is no voltmeter. This one might have got the mark for the lagging in b) if it had 
been labelled.

Examiner Comments

Don't give the examiner a choice of answers.

Examiner Tip
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Question 3 (b)

This was an experiment that many candidates had seen before and they knew a lot about 
it. As can be seen from the mark scheme there are eleven ways to score the six marks for 
this part and many candidates found a lot of these. A high scoring question.

A logical sequence that is described well. Much is not mentioned but the candidate still 
scores 5 marks.
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This candidate makes a common mistake with the final temperature. The block 
should be left after the current is turned off as the temperature will continue to rise. 
It is the final steady temperature or the highest temperature that is required.

Examiner Comments

Using technical terms with precision is necessary for 
responses to this sort of question at this level.

The best thing to do is practise.

Examiner Tip
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This candidate writes good English but fails to mention much physics. This is an example 
of a candidate giving a response that might attract marks in a lower level examination but 
at A2 there is insufficient hard detail.

Examiner Comments

Lay out your answer using bullet points. It is easier for you to order 
your ideas and it is easier to mark and so gives you the credit.

Examiner Tip
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Question 4 (a) (i)

Many candidates showed the measuring instruments they would use which is helpful 
but when answering this type of question the length to be measured must be labelled 
accurately. Here it is the horizontal distance to the centre of mass.

The dimension is clearly marked and correct.

Examiner Comments
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Dimension is clearly shown but not to the centre of the mass, so, no mark.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (a) (ii)

It is expected that candidates will have done some practical work involving timing 
oscillations and any of the techniques employed can be described here.

This 

Although the grammar is not good the method is clearly described.

Examiner Comments

This is a good technique but it is only one reading. Repeat readings are necessary so that 
anomalies can be identified and a mean value can be found.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (b) (i)

The precision of an instrument is the smallest measuring division.

This is acceptable.

Examiner Comments

The idea of measuring a time up to 0.01 s is curious but conveys the right 
idea. Strengthened by the second comment.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (b) (ii)

The best way to justify your choice of measuring instrument is to consider the likely 
percentage uncertainty in your measurement. This can be because of the range of the 
measurement or because of the technique used.

Here the precision is suitable since it is a hand operated device and 
the uncertainty of the method is likely to be about 0.1 s.

Examiner Comments

Here the range is suggested. The candidate got the mark but it would be better 
to say that the percentage uncertainty will be below 1%.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (c) (i)

In this standard piece of work it is necessary to put the log version of the equation into 
exactly the same shape as the equation y = mx + c. So the gradient should be written 
immediately after the equals sign. Alternatively the equation can be written y = c + mx 
to suit the derivation. The best responses write y = mx + c directly below the derived log 
equation so that there can be no doubt. It is also a good idea to say that the gradient is a 
constant thus ensuring a straight line is derived.

The question tells us that q is a constant so identifying it with m 
is enough given that both equations have the same layout.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4 (c) (ii)

'Determine a value for the gradient' is the best response for this very straightforward mark.

Question 4 (d)

This is always the part of the paper that differentiates most successfully. The skills required 
and the way they are judged are usually similar but candidates find ways to get them wrong 
every year. d)(iii) was something of an innovation this year, it is linked with the idea of Q2 
d)(iii) in evaluating a conclusion. The idea was to judge from the data by seeing how close 
the points lay to the line of best fit. If the points lie close to the line then the conclusion is 
likely to be valid.

The graph should be used with as many SF as can be accommodated and the plots should 
extend across the whole grid. The data must be quoted to 3 or 4 significant figures. 
Although 4 SF is not justified it does make a difference to the plotting when, as here, the 
first SF of the log values don't change, however 3 SF was not penalised.  Tabulated data 
values should not be used in gradient calculations, candidates are expected to read from the 
BFL, hence the need for easy scales. The BFL could be extended across to the edges of the 
grid so that two of the values used in the gradient calculation were very easy to read.

An excellent example of graph plotting.

Using the fourth SF would be helpful as it would refine the plotted positions.

The gradient calculation should use a bigger triangle. It would be easiest if it 
included the bottom edge of the grid at 4.129, 1.4

Examiner Comments
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Here the candidate gets in a tangle with their gradient.
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The graph is clear but the labels are not in the correct format, ln(T/s). The 
gradient triangle is not quite large enough and would be better if it extended to 
the edge of the grid. The axes are reversed but the gradient calculation is not, 
giving the inverse of the correct value for q.

The response for (iii) is just enough.

Examiner Comments

Choose a simple scale and check the axes are 
the right way round and correctly labelled.

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary
Generally the marks were a little higher this year and there were many good answers, but 
even the best candidates failed to produce good answers to all four questions.

The best preparation for this paper is to do some practical work in a laboratory. It does 
not need to be technically demanding nor use complex apparatus but it is vital that the 
candidates can draw on direct personal experience in answering the questions. Physics is a 
practical subject and the candidates must experience that.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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